Unlock and slide

Everything you need!

- For sliding windows and sliding doors made of timber, PVC or aluminium with Eurogroove
- Easy to install, faceplate width 16 mm
- Only a few components cover the entire application range
- Also suitable for extremely slim profile designs
- Locking point with mushroom head as standard
- Safety catch device as standard
- Standard window handle and lock and slide handle
- MACO silver-look surface
Technical details

The sliding units interlock using a standard or special window handle. The small backsets (either 6.5 mm or 15 mm) makes the hardware ideal for the narrow window profiles often used with sliding units. The mushroom cams at the drive gear ensure a positive coupling of the sash to the frame.

- For SRH from 300 mm to 2350 mm, centre handle position from 380 mm
- Backset 6.5 mm and 15 mm
- Locking system with mushroom cam and safety catch
- Frame sections with two fastening points
- Centred handle position
- Lockable with profile cylinder for doors
- Fixed lengths, no need to cut to length
- Use on left or right
- Striker plate matches almost any conventional PVC profile, which makes for easy and efficient installation

The striker plates are fastened using two screws and thereby achieve higher pull-out resistance. The drive-gear also has a safety catch with buffer stop fitted as standard.